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Abstract—TCP has been the dominant transport protocol for mobile internet since its origin. Its behaviors play an essential role in determining quality of service/experience (QoS and QoE) for mobile apps. While TCP has been extensively studied in a static, walking, or driving mobility, it has not been well explored in high-speed (> 200 km/h) mobility cases. With increasing investment and deployment of high speed rails (HSRs), a critical demand of understanding TCP performance under extremely high-speed mobility arises. In this paper, we conduct an in-depth study to investigate TCP behaviors on HSR. We collect 90 GB of measurement data on HSPA+ networks in Chinese high-speed trains with a peak speed of 310 km/h, along various routes (covering 5,000 km) during an 8-month period. We analyze the impacts of high-speed mobility and handoff on performance metrics including RTT, packet loss and network disconnection. Then we demystify the grand challenges posed on TCP operations (TCP establishment, transmission, congestion control and termination). Our study shows that performance greatly declines in HSR, where RTT spikes, packet drops and network disconnections are more significant and occur more frequently, compared with static, slowly moving or driving mobility cases. Moreover, TCP fails to adapt well to such extremely high-speed and yields severely abnormal behaviors, such as high spurious RTO rate, aggressive congestion window reduction, long delay of connection establishment and closure, and transmission interruption. All these findings indicate that extremely high-speed indeed poses a big threat to today’s TCP and it calls for urgent efforts to develop HSR-friendly protocols and wireless networks to address these findings indicate that extremely high-speed indeed poses a big threat to today’s TCP and it calls for urgent efforts to develop HSR-friendly protocols and wireless networks to address all these effects (i.e considered separately) of mobility and handoff on TCP. It is therefore necessary to perform further studies on the challenges brought by high speed motion to TCP.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that TCP is the core protocol to translate lower layer advances, or mask lower layer problems, to application layer performance. Many works have studied TCP performance in different scenarios, such as static, slowly moving, driving, subway and ferry [1]–[12]. However, the performance and behaviors of TCP are still quite uncertain in high-speed (>200 km/h) mobility cases. In the past few years, we have witnessed a significant worldwide development of HSR, reaching 22,000 km at end of 2013 [13]. In particular, China contributes more than a half of the world’s HSR network in terms of length. Currently, the HSR speed in China reaches 310 km/h. It is natural to ask: how well can TCP perform under such physical scenarios?

In this paper, we make a contribution in this area by performing a comprehensive measurement to investigate TCP performance and behaviors on HSRs. Since, there is no long-distance deployment of 4G LTE network along HSR lines in China, we conduct measurements on HSPA+ (3.75G) [14] cellular networks of a major Chinese carrier, which has good coverage along long-distance railway lines nationwide. We carry out an 8-month measurement in the high-speed trains of four routes in China, with speeds reaching 310 km/h. We have covered a total distance of 5,000 km and collected more than 90 GB of data.

The main difference between our work and most previous studies lies in not only the high-speed scenarios we study and the large scale (covering a long distance) nature of our measurements, but also our focus on the following two issues:

- What is the main challenge brought by HSR to TCP? While the impact of mobility has been studied in prior works [7]–[12], but most of them are based on slowly moving mobile settings of end devices. Another deficiency is that these studies do not quantitatively analyze the independent effects (i.e considered separately) of mobility and handoff on TCP. It is therefore necessary to perform further studies on the challenges brought by high speed motion to TCP.
- Can TCP adapt well to the challenge? If not, what abnormal behaviors does it show? The adaptability has never been fully studied for all TCP aspects including connection establishment, transmission, congestion control and connection closure even in slowly moving mobile cases, not to mention high speed motion mobile scenarios. Besides, no prior study compares the performance among flows of various sizes in mobile scenarios. Then it is necessary to evaluate the adaptability of all aspects of TCP to high-speed motion and study the effects of flow size as well.
To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first comprehensive study on above two questions based on a real, large-scale measurement in high-speed mobile cases. In particular, there are two main challenges that this study has to overcome:

1) Since the carrier used in our measurements deploys various types of networks such as HSPA+ (3.75G), HSDPA (3.5G), UMTS (3G), EDGE (2.75G), and GPRS (2.5G) along the railway, the mobile device is connected to HSPA+ only in 70% of travel time. This change in network type is intertwined with mobility and handoff, making it very difficult to determine whether the TCP performance degradation is caused by network type change, mobility or handoff. To overcome this, we choose short-lived flows to perform the measurements because long-lived flows probably experience different types of networks during transmission.

2) Even in a pure HSPA+ network, mobility and handoff are intertwined, making it difficult to analyze the effect of each factor at the same time. For this reason, we compare the performance among TCP flows that suffer no handoff when the train runs at various speeds (parking, acceleration, full-speed running and deceleration) to study the effects of speed. Similarly, we study the effect of the number of handoffs when the train runs at a relatively stable high speed to quantitatively analyze the impacts of handoff.

Using these methods, we first investigate the main challenges brought by high-speed trains and then evaluate the adaptability of TCP to these challenges in almost all aspects, focusing on abnormal behaviors in each aspect. Finally, the effect of flow size is also studied. We mainly make the following findings:

- With an increase in speed and number of handoffs that a flow suffers, RTT and packet loss rate rise sharply and vary in a much wider range. For example, if a 3-minute flow suffers 11 to 16 handoffs when train speed is over 280 km/h, packet loss rate reaches 100% at a probability of 42%, RTT exceeds 4 s at a probability of 10%. Besides, due to handoff failures, passengers suffer repeated network disconnections, which can lead to TCP transmission interruption. In summary, RTT spikes, packet losses, and network disconnections are more significant and occur more frequently than in static or slowly moving mobile cases, which is the main challenge brought by HSR to TCP.

- The whole TCP spectrum shows serious inadaptability on HSR, including TCP establishment, transmission, congestion control and termination. Due to wide RTT variations, the spurious RTO rate is rather high, leading to many undesirable slow starts. Affected by frequent packet losses, TCP suffers a very aggressive congestion window (CWND) reduction. Furthermore, TCP encounters significant trouble in establishing or closing a connection. For example, if a 50 KB-sized flow suffers 1 to 9 handoffs when train speed is over 280 km/h, the probability of spending over 10 s to close the connection is as high as 40%. In addition, a big portion of connections are not closed normally by handshakes but RST, network disconnection or timeout, and among these connections, most are even closed before a file is completely transmitted, wasting time and energy.

- On HSR, big flows suffer more serious performance degradation than small flows, face much higher risk of transmission failures, and can no longer show an overwhelming advantage in CWND over small flows compared to stationary scenarios.

- Compared with high-speed mobility itself, frequent handoff brought by fast motion contributes more to TCP performance degradation. We observe that dense base station deployment in urban areas is a double-edged sword, which reduces the range of cells, improves network coverage and capability for stationary and slowly moving mobile users, but increases handoff frequency for fast moving mobile users, significantly hurting TCP performance.

All of these findings indicate that high-speed trains indeed pose a big threat to TCP, and it is urgent to develop HSR-friendly wireless networks and protocols to deal with even more complicated challenges brought by faster trains/aircrafts in the foreseeable future.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II covers related work. Section III describes the measurement method and data set. We investigate the main challenges brought by HSR to TCP in Section IV. Section V discusses abnormal behaviors in almost all aspects and effects of flow size before concluding the paper in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

There are some theoretical studies on TCP in mobile scenarios. Pacifico et al. [7] determine that intra handoff in LTE during motion can hurt TCP performance significantly and propose an improvement mechanism. Wang et al. [8] design a fast adaptive congestion control scheme for improving TCP performance in soft vertical handoff between WLAN and 3G networks during the mobility of users. However, in real mobile environments, theoretical models are hard to formulate, so these theoretical studies are hard to apply.

There are multiple measurements in slowly moving mobile cases at speeds below 100 km/h. Litjens [9] evaluates data transfer performance in a UMTS/HSDPA network, with a principal focus on the impact of terminal mobility. Yao et al. [10] measure bandwidth and Derksen et al. [11] measure average downlink throughput in HSDPA networks in mobile vehicles. Tso et al. [12] conduct extensive measurements in HSDPA networks on trains, subways, self-driving vehicles, buses and ferries in Hong Kong, focusing on RTT and throughput performance and also explore impacts of mobility and handoff.

Merz et al. [15] measure LTE networks in trains with a peak speed of 200 km/h, finding that such a high speed causes significant negative effects on network performance.

As for speeds up to 300 km/h, only a few short-distanced measurements have been performed. Xiao et al. [16] measure LTE networks along 115 km high-speed railway, finding that TCP throughput and RTT are not only worse, but also have
a large variance compared to the stationary and driving (100 km/h) scenarios. Jang et al. [17] analyze downlink throughput and ACK compression rate of TCP flows in CDMA-EVDO networks in 300 km/h trains, covering 450 km railway.

All of these measurements in slowly and high-speed moving mobile cases mainly show statistics of metrics such as throughput, RTT, packet loss rate and bandwidth, without quantitatively analyzing the effects of mobility and handoff independently and clearly. These studies neither fully study the behaviors of TCP in all aspects including TCP establishment, transmission, congestion control and closure, nor compare performance among flows with various sizes.

To summarize, the main difference between our work and all these studies lies not only in the high-speed motion scenarios we focus on and the large scale nature of our measurements, but also in our contributions towards exposing the challenges posed by HSR to TCP, as well as an evaluation of the adaptability of all aspects of TCP and a study on the impacts of flow size on TCP performance.

III. MEASUREMENT AND DATA SET

We perform measurements on a cellular network of a major carrier in China, which has 450 million users nationwide. In this Section, we first introduce the measurement setup, and then present the data set in detail.

A. Measurement Setup

We have developed a measurement tool, MobiNet [16], which consists of a client and a server program. The client program can run on mobile devices with Android OS and the server program can run on computers with either Windows or Linux OS. The client and server transmit TCP traffic in a client/server mode, and the data transmission algorithm is based on that of Iperf [18]. Besides data transmission, the client program can also get geographical location and speed of the train via GPS, read signal strength, network type, Location Area Code (LAC) and Cell ID (CID) of base stations from the phone, and log files of MobiNet, we observe variations in train speed and network type.

1) Variation in train speed. Trains experience 4 phases of motion: parking at stations, acceleration, full-speed running and deceleration. As shown in Table I, in 10 trips on the B-G line, the train parks at 17 stations (including the originating and terminal station) along the line for 16.9 hours, and the train runs at a speed between 0 and 150 km/h, between 150 and 280 km/h, and between 280 and 310 km/h for 24.5, 19.5 and 46.3 hours respectively. Figure 1 shows the average proportion of various motion speeds on all the four HSR routes. Variation in train speed allows us to quantify the effects of motion speed on TCP. In each one-way trip, we get on the train and start the measurement about 30 minutes before the train leaves the originating station, and stay on the train for about 30 minutes after the train arrives at the terminal to continue the measurement. Although the duration of the B-T line is very short, we are able to perform static measurements for 44.5 hours at the originating and terminal stations in 52 trips.

2) Variation in network type. We observed that various types of network belonging to the carrier we measure coexist along the railway, including HSPA+ (3.75G), HSDPA (3.5G), UMTS (3G), EDGE (2.75G), and GPRS (2.5G). Figure 2 shows the average proportion of time that the phone connects to each type of network. Since the focus of this paper is the effect of high-speed mobility and handoff on TCP, rather than the effect of hybrid networks, we only analyze TCP flows transmitted in pure HSPA+ networks. We do not measure long-lived bulk flows but the 3 types in Table I because long-lived flows may experience different types of networks during transmission, not in a pure HSPA+ network.

IV. CHALLENGESPOSED TO TCP

In this Section we first study the impact of high-speed mobility and handoff on packet loss rate and RTT, then analyze network disconnection due to handoff failure, and finally summarize the challenges posed by high speed trains to TCP. High-speed trains can affect TCP in two ways. On one hand, due to Doppler frequency shift and fast multi-path fading, high-speed movement itself can cause fast signal fading [20], [21].
which can lead to bit error rate (BER) variation and bandwidth change. On the other hand, high-speed motion causes more frequent handoffs, resulting in sharp delays, consecutive packet losses, and network disconnections, hurting TCP performance badly.

Since mobility and handoff are intertwined, it is difficult to analyze the effect of each factor at the same time. We use the total number of handoffs that a flow experiences during transmission to quantify the degree of handoff that a flow suffers. Through measurements, we observe that flows suffer more frequent handoffs in urban areas than in suburban and rural areas. For example, when the train passes through Beijing, a 3-minute flow can experience handoff 12 times. However, as the train crosses large areas of farmland along the B-T line, sometimes a 3-minute flow suffers no handoff. This can be explained by variation in base station distribution density. Generally, due to difference in population and volume of network traffic, carriers deploy much denser base stations and smaller cells in urban areas than suburban and rural areas. Therefore, handoff frequency for mobile devices on high-speed trains varies significantly during the movement of the train along railway lines. This allows us to achieve variation in the number of handoffs suffered by flows. In addition, we make use of variation in train speed as shown in Figure 1 to perform measurements in static, slowly moving and high-speed motion mobile scenarios.

We use following methods to independently analyze the effect of speed and handoff: (1) we compare the performance among TCP flows that suffer no handoff when the train runs at various speed to study the effects of speed change alone, (2) we make a comparison in TCP performance among flows that suffer different number of handoffs when the train runs at a relatively stable high speed to quantitatively analyze the impacts of handoff.

### A. Packet Loss Rate and RTT

We use 3-minute TCP downlink flows to analyze packet loss rate and RTT, because 3-minute duration is long enough for a flow to leave slow start, and the network type may keep unchanged and the train may run at only one of the 4 levels of speed during this time. We discard those flows that are transmitted in a network different from HSPA+ or those that experience train speed variations which span two speed levels, for example, from 120 km/h to 200 km/h. As hilly terrains can lead to complicated fading characteristics [20], we discard flows measured when the train passes through hills and tunnels, only use those measured in large areas of open plains.

Through comparison of packets captured on the server and the phone, we can determine the lost packets. Most previous works define packet loss rate as the proportion of total flow packets that are lost. This only shows an average packet loss rate for the duration of a flow. In order to precisely determine the time when packet loss bursts occur, we define packet loss rate as the percentage of packets sent out by the server per second that are lost.

In Section V, we shall show that the number of bytes in flight of a 3-minute flow is very small, so queuing delay is expected to be minimal, and we can use RTT to study the impacts of mobility and handoff on network delay. In our experiments, the server and the phone use options of Timestamp Value (TSV), Timestamp Echo Reply (TSER) and Selective Acknowledgement (SACK). We calculate RTT in the following way. When the server receives a normal ACK, we update RTT by TSER. While when the server receives a duplicate ACK (DupACK), since multiple DupACKs have the same TSER, we use SACK to accurately calculate RTT [22].

It is worth noting that serial (multiple) retransmissions, which mean that a packet is retransmitted several times and suffers from exponential back-offs, often happen when a flow suffers multiple handoffs. Due to exponential back-offs, there are intervals as long as dozens of seconds during which the server sends out no packet. We can not update RTT and packet loss rate in these intervals.

Among the 3-minute flows we analyze, 33.8% experience no handoff, 28.3% experience handoff 1 to 5 times, 25.2% suffer 6 to 10 handoffs, and 12.7% suffer handoff 11 to 16 times. Figures 3(a) and 4(a) show the CDF of packet loss rate and RTT respectively, of flows that suffer no handoff when the train moves at different speed. Figures 3(b) and 4(b) depict the CDF of the two metrics for flows that suffer various number of handoffs when the train runs at a relatively stable speed ranging from 280 to 310 km/h. We make following findings:

### 1) Effects of speed.

For speeds below 150 km/h, compared to stationary scenarios, packet loss rate and RTT only rise slightly. However, when the speed is higher than 150 km/h, packet loss rate and RTT rise more significantly and vary within a wider range. This can be explained by big variation in BER and available bandwidth due to fast fading. With the fluctuation of BER and bandwidth, the rate of packet loss due to both bit error and congestion vary correspondingly. Then local retransmission...
rate at the link layer rises and drops correspondingly with the variation of packet loss rate, leading to more RTT spikes and wider RTT variation.

2) Effects of handoff. Compared with high-speed mobility itself, the number of handoffs that a flow suffers during the movement of the train contributes more to performance degradation of packet loss rate and RTT. As the number of handoffs increases, packet loss rate and RTT rise drastically. When a 3-minute flow suffers 11 to 16 handoffs, the packet loss rate reaches 100% at a probability of 42%, RTT exceeds 4 s at a probability of 10%, and even ranges from 8 s to 35 s at a probability of 6%. This can be explained by a large number of consecutive packet losses during the process of handoff, and long delay for smartphones to choose a new base station, disconnect from the old one and reconnect to a new.

3) Effects of dense base station deployment. Since flows suffer much more handoffs in urban areas, we observe that dense base station deployment in urban areas is a double-edged sword. Although dense deployment of base stations and small cells improve network coverage and capability for stationary and low-speed motion mobile users in big cities where network traffic volume is very high, it can lead to high handoff frequency for passengers on HSR, resulting in poor network performance.

B. Network Disconnection

During the experiments, we observe that the phone repeatedly suffers network disconnections, which is caused by handoff failures in the following two cases:

1) Lack of a better choice. If signal quality of the current base station reaches the threshold to trigger a handoff yet no near base station can provide better signal quality, handoff failure will happen. In the network of the carrier we measure, deployment of base stations in rural areas is very sparse, and we observe that mobile devices are prone to disconnections when the train passes through these areas, which is due to the lack of better choice for a new base station during handoff.

2) Small cells. If the cell of current base station is very small, the train may run out of range of the cell before completion of the handoff, leading to handoff failure. The carrier deploys very dense base stations and quite small cells in urban areas, so the train may run out of the range of the cell at a high speed before completion of the handoff. We indeed observe many network disconnections in urban areas.

In conclusion, sparse and dense distribution of base stations along the railway both contribute to increase of network disconnections. In addition, current handoff schemes have not been well designed to adapt to the high-speed motion of end users, which also results in frequent disconnections.

C. Summary

Basing on the above results and analysis, we can characterize the main challenges brought by high-speed trains to TCP:

1) Wide RTT variations. Previous studies have found that delay variation can induce various problems [6]. As shown in Figure 4(a) and 4(b), due to both high-speed mobility and handoff, RTT varies in a much wider range with more spikes in high-speed motion mobile cases than in static and slowly moving mobile cases, which will cause more serious problems, such as frequent and aggressive congestion window reduction and low utilization of bandwidth. During the time when packet loss rate is as high as 100%, serial retransmissions will happen and result in very long delay due to exponential back-offs.
3) Frequent disconnections. Affected by handoff failures, disconnections happen frequently, which probably causes transmission interruption of TCP flows and performance differences between big and small flows. Because duration of big flows is much longer than small flows, big flows may encounter network disconnections and suffer transmission interruptions with higher probability. In Section V, we shall investigate abnormal behaviors in almost all aspects of TCP due to above challenges, and also compare the performance of big and small flows.

V. TCP Behaviors

In this Section, we use 3-minute TCP downlink flows to analyze issues in transmission and congestion control, and use 50 KB-sized flows to study TCP connection establishment and closure because the duration of 50 KB-sized flows is short, which allows us to observe more connection establishment and closure instances. In addition, we also compare performance between 50 KB-sized and 2 MB-sized flows to study the effects of flow size. We discard those flows that are transmitted in a network different from HSPA+ or those that experience train speed variations which span two speed levels. Flows measured when the train passes through hills and tunnels are discarded as well. Among these available flows, 43.2% of 2 MB-sized flows suffer handoff 1 to 12 times, and the rest experience no handoff. 38.9% of 50 KB-sized flows suffer no handoff and the rest experience handoff 1 to 9 times during transmission.

A. Retransmission

If a sender neither receives the expected ACK, nor gets any indication of packet loss from 3 dupACKs or SACK, retransmission will be triggered by RTO. However, RTO may not be estimated accurately and spurious RTO probably occurs. In Section V, we shall investigate abnormal behaviors in almost all aspects of TCP due to above challenges, and also compare the performance of big and small flows.

1) Estimation algorithm. In TCP, RTO is computed by the sender using smoothed RTT and RTT variation [26], which can work well in stationary and low-speed motion mobile scenarios since the variation of RTT is low. However, the accuracy of the algorithm may decrease when RTT variation is high. Because high-speed mobility and frequent handoff can lead to high variation of RTT, the RTO estimation algorithm may not adapt fast enough to the change of RTT, leading to serious inaccuracy.

2) DupACKs. TCP does not use DupACKs to update RTT and RTO. In stationary scenarios, the percentage of DupACKs is low, and RTT is relatively stable, so not using DupACKs to update RTT does not cause serious problems. However, in high-speed motion mobile scenarios, DupACKs account for a big proportion. For example, when the speed is ranging from 280 to 310 km/h, for 3-minute flows that suffer handoff 1 to 5 times, on average, 45% of ACKs are DupACKs. Besides, RTT fluctuates rapidly within a wide range, so when not using DupACKs to update RTT, TCP may not update RTO timely and suffer considerable estimation errors.

The difference between RTO and the latest RTT can reflect the estimation accuracy of RTO to some extent. Figure 5(a) exhibits the CDF of the difference between RTO and RTT of 3-minute flows measured under different train speeds with different number of handoffs suffered. We estimate RTO from packet retransmission intervals, and calculate RTT by SACK option, which can help us accurately update RTT after receiving a dupACK. As shown in the figure, when the train is parking, RTO is very close to RTT with a difference within hundreds of milliseconds. However, as the train accelerates, the difference becomes larger. We also observe that handoff leads to bigger differences between RTO and RTT. If RTO is estimated much shorter than the latest RTT, spurious RTO may occur. While if RTO is estimated much longer than the latest RTT, TCP’s response to packet losses may be too slow.

By comparing captured packets on the server and the phone, we can determine those packets that are retransmitted when no packet loss occurs. Among these spurious retransmissions, only those that are triggered by timeout rather than 3 DupACKs or SACK are spurious RTO. We define spurious RTO rate as the percentage of retransmitted packets triggered by spurious timeout in all the packets sent out from the server in a 3-minute flow. Figure 5(b) depicts average spurious RTO rate of 3-minute flows that suffer different number of handoffs and are measured at various train speeds. We note that both high speed mobility and handoff can lead to increase in spurious RTO rate.

B. Congestion Control

We use the number of bytes in flight to study congestion control. Bytes in flight are those bytes that have been sent out by the server, but not acknowledged yet by ACKs returned from the phone. The number of bytes in flight can reflect the size of the advertised window again after about 10 s.

1) Static case. Signal strength is relatively stable when the train is parking, and no handoff occurs during the 3-minute period. The number of bytes in flight can reach to the size of the advertised window of the phone at 10 s and remain at this size unless a retransmission occurs for packet loss. Only 3 retransmissions occur in the duration of the flow. Although the number of bytes in flight drops suddenly to a very low level due to congestion control, it can rise to the size of the advertised window again after about 10 s.

2) Mobile case. When the train runs at a speed of 300 km/h, we observe that 6 handoffs occur in the 3-minute duration and signal strength fluctuates within a wide range rapidly due to fast fading brought by high-speed mobility. Since packet losses and retransmissions happen frequently, the size of the advertised window of the phone at 10 s and remain at this size unless a retransmission occurs for packet loss. Only 3 retransmissions occur in the duration of the flow. Although the number of bytes in flight drops suddenly to a very low level due to congestion control, it can rise to the size of the advertised window again after about 10 s.
C. Connection Establishment and Closure

Basing on analysis of 50 KB-sized flows, we observe that TCP also encounters problems when establishing and closing a connection. It takes a much longer time to set up or close a TCP connection on high-speed trains. Even more, sometimes connections cannot even be established successfully. Some connections are closed abnormally before a 50 KB-sized file is completely received by the client, which is a waste of both time and energy.

1) Long delay. TCP uses three-way and four-way handshakes to establish and close a connection respectively. Due to high-speed mobility and frequent handoff, loss rate of handshakes is very high on HSR. Handshakes may be retransmitted even for multiple times and suffer from exponential back-offs, which will lead to very long delay to establish or close a connection. Figure 8(a) shows an example. For multiple handshake losses and retransmissions, the server and the phone finally send 7 handshakes (FIN, FIN-ACK) and 1 RST. The server closes the connection unilaterally after multiple retransmission failures at 38.9 s, and sends out a RST. However, for the loss of the RST, the phone still retransmits the second FIN-ACK, and has to close the connection when a timeout occurs at 72.8 s finally.

In our measurements, connection establishment and closure are initiated by the phone and the server respectively. We define connection establishment time as the time span from when the first SYN is sent out by the phone to when the last ACK is received by the server, which acknowledges the SYN-ACK sent out by the server. Connection closure time is defined as the time span from when the first FIN is sent out by the server to the last packet of the flow. Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show CDF of connection establishment and closure time. Compared to high speed mobility, handoff contributes much more to the long delay of connection set-up and closure. As shown in Figure 3(b), handoff can lead to a very high packet loss rate even up to 100% at quite high probability, so handshakes may suffer multiple losses and serial retransmissions, similar to the example in Figure 8(a). The reason why connection closure time is much longer than set-up time is that RTO is much longer when the connection is to be closed than the initial RTO when connection is to be established, and the delay of closure becomes even much longer after exponential back-offs.

2) Establishment failure and abnormal closure. In addition to long delay, TCP connections also suffer establishment failures and abnormal closures on high-speed trains. When the train runs at a speed ranging from 280 to 310 km/h, for 50 KB-sized flows that suffer handoff 0 to 9 times, 1.1% of connections cannot be established successfully even after serial retransmissions of handshakes, and 3.2% of connections cannot be properly closed by handshakes, but are closed abnormally by RST, network disconnection or timeout. Among these abnormally closed connections, most are closed before the phone completely receives the whole 50 KB-sized file. Figure 8(b) shows an example. The server sends out the first packet with a sequence number of 2698 at 0 s. At 5.8 s the phone suffers a network disconnection due to handoff failure, and the TCP connection is closed automatically for network unavailability. The phone reconnects to the network successfully at 10.3 s. However, the server does not know
that the phone has closed the connection. Due to the loss of the ACK, the server retransmits the packet. The first two retransmitted packets are lost and only the third one successfully reaches the phone at 87.2 s. However, the phone has already closed this connection, so this retransmitted packet is useless and the phone sends a RST packet to inform the server to close the connection. Finally, the server closes this connection at 87.9 s after receiving the RST. This is an example of transmission failure. Although it is not difficult to resume broken transfers technically, through measurements we find that most applications such as web page browsing and video playing do not resume broken transfers when reconnecting to the network after a period of network disconnection. Therefore, after encountering a data transmission interruption on HSR, the incomplete part of a file is discarded, resulting in a serious waste of time and energy. In addition, due to the lack of real-time information about the phone’s network condition, the server can not timely close the connection that has already been closed by the phone unilaterally, which unnecessarily consumes more time and energy.

D. Effects of Flow Size

In cellular networks, most flows are small. On the other hand, a very small fraction of large flows, which are known as “heavy-hitter” flows, contribute to the majority of the traffic volume [3]. Big flows often show overwhelming advantage in congestion window size and throughput over small flows in stationary scenarios, because small flows often finish transmission before leaving slow start. We set 50 KB and 2 MB as typical sizes of small and big flows respectively and want to determine if big flows can maintain the advantage in high-speed trains. We compare three characteristics between big and small flows: transmission failure rate, the number of bytes in flight, and duration. Transmission failure rate is the percentage of flows that are unusually closed before data transmission completion.

Figure 9 shows transmission failure rate during the movement of the train on four routes. We find that big flows are more prone to transmission failures. For example, on the B-G line, 11.2% of 2 MB-sized flows suffer transmission failures, while only 2.1% of 50 KB-sized flows are closed unusually before the phone completely receives the file. This can be explained by the long duration of big flows. Big flows are likely to suffer more from bad network conditions, especially network disconnections due to the long duration, so transmission failure rate is much higher.

Excluding those failed flows, we compare the number of bytes in flight and duration between successfully transmitted 50 KB-sized and 2 MB-sized flows. Figures 10 and 11 depict CDF of the number of bytes in flight and duration respectively. 50 KB-sized flows that suffer handoff 0 to 9 times include those flows that suffer no handoff and the rest flows that suffer handoff 1 to 9 times. Similarly, 2 MB-sized flows that suffer handoff 0 to 12 times include those flows that suffer no handoff and the rest that suffer handoff 1 to 12 times. We make following findings:

1) Big-sized flows no longer show an overwhelming advantage in the number of bytes in flight over small-sized flows in a fast running train. When the train is parking, 2 MB-sized flows have much more bytes in flight. However, when the train runs at a high speed, the overwhelming advantage of big flows can not be maintained. This can be explained by aggressive congestion control as shown in Figure 6(b). Due to frequent packet drops, CWND experiences additive increase and multiplicative decrease repeatedly, even drops to one segment frequently when slow start is triggered by RTO. Therefore, inspite of longer durations, the CWND of big-sized flows is unlikely to reach and maintain a very large size.

2) For both big and small flows, duration rises significantly on a fast running train. When the train is parking, passengers can always download a 50 KB-sized file in 0.7 s and download a 2 MB-sized file in 18 s. While when the train runs at a speed ranging from 280 to 310 km/h, the durations for both two types of flows become incredibly long, which is mainly caused by exponential back-offs during serial retransmissions of packets and handshakes. The long durations can lead to very poor QoE for real-time applications such as on-line games. Even for non-real time applications, QoE may be unacceptable too. For example, downloading a 2 MB-sized attachment from an E-mail. For the high transmission failure rate, users may suffer transmission interruption at an average probability of 11.54% on the four routes we measure. Even if they luckily avoid a transmission interruption, they will also suffer very poor QoE due to the long time needed to download the file and may give up before download is complete.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we for the first time present a comprehensive measurement study of the TCP performance and behaviors on HSR. We conduct an 8-month measurement on the HSPA+ networks in the high-speed trains of various routes in China, with speeds reaching 310 km/h. We have covered a total distance of 5,000 km and collected more than 90 GB of data.
We analyze the impacts of high-speed mobility on such metrics as RTT, packet loss rate and connectivity. We find that the RTT spikes, packet drops, and network disconnections occur more frequently and have a greater impact on the TCP performance than in static or slow movement scenarios. We then evaluate the adaptability of TCP under HSR. We study TCP establishment, transmission, congestion control and connection closure. We find that TCP shows serious abnormal behaviors, such as high spurious RTO rate, aggressive congestion window reduction, a long delay of connection establishment and closure, and transmission interruption. We also study the effect of flow size, and we show that big flows suffer higher performance degradation than small flows.

In summary, high-speed trains indeed pose a big threat to TCP. It is probable that with faster trains/aircrafts deployed in the foreseeable future, TCP will be faced with more serious challenges and may even collapse when the speed is high enough one day. Compared with high speed mobility, frequent handoff brought by fast motion contributes more to TCP performance degradation. We suggest that base stations be distributed with more proper density along the railway line. Furthermore, more intelligent handoff schemes should be deployed to adapt high-speed mobility, reducing both delay and packet loss rate. To cope with significant fast signal fading due to high-speed motion, advanced anti-fast fading technologies should be brought in. It is also urgent to develop HSR-friendly protocols to take better use of network resources and improve QoS and QoE of mobile apps.
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